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Improvement of Electrical Performance of SOI2LIGBT
by Resistive Field Plate 3

Yang Hongqiang , Han Lei and Chen Xingbi
( Institute of Micro2Electronics and Solid2Electronics , University of Electronic Science and Technology , Chengdu 　610054 , China)

Abstract : The electrical performance including breakdown voltage and turn2off speed of SOI2LIGBT is improved by incorporating a

resistive field plate (RFP) and a p2MOSFET. The p2MOSFET is controlled by a signal detected from a point of the RFP. During the

turning2off of the IGBT ,the p2MOSFET is turned on ,which provides a channel for the excessive carriers to flow out of the drift re2
gion and prevents the carriers from being injected into the drift region. At the same time ,the electric field affected by the RFP

makes the excessive carriers flow through a wider region ,which almost eliminates the second phase of the turning2off of the SOI2
LIGBT caused by the substrate bias. Faster turn2off speed is achieved by above two factors. During the on state of the IGBT ,the p2
MOSFET is off ,which leads to an on2state performance like normal one. At least ,the increase of the breakdown voltage for 25 %

and the decrease of the turn2off time for 65 % can be achieved by this structure as can be verified by the numerical simulation re2
sults.
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1 　Introduction

Power device is widely used in different fields. But

the contradictive relationship among the on2state power

dissipation , breakdown voltage , and switching speed re2
stricts its use in most situations. For example ,it is always

a problem that the long time taken to turn off an IGBT can

not be reduced without affecting the other characteristics

significantly. Some solutions ,for example ,anode2short ,mi2
nority2carrier2lifetime2control , etc , have been put forward

to resolve the problem of IGBT. The technique of anode2
short is the most effective one. It can reduce the turn2off

time by preventing the injection of the carriers and provid2
ing a way for the excessive carriers to disappear more

quickly. But there is still a drawback that the anode2short

structure will decrease the efficiency of carrier injection

during on2state , which causes the forward voltage drop

much lower. Finding a new structure that can improve the

whole performance of IGBT will be great valuable.

Different solutions for above problem are described

based on the dynamic controlled anode2short . Neverthe2



less ,among these methods , some are unfit for sustaining

high voltage[1 ] , some need complicated driving cir2
cuits[2 ,3 ] , and some can only be used in a special cir2
cuits[4 ]. Some new structures yielding better performance

with the same driving circuits of a conventional IGBT are

expected. That is the purpose of this paper.

2 　Theoretical analysis

The most important parts of the new structure of IG2
BT proposed are the RFP and the p2MOSFET , whose

source and drain are connected to the anode and buffer re2
gion of the IGBT ,respectively. The p2MOSFET acts as a

dynamic anode2short structure and is controlled by the

signal detected from a point of the RFP ,in other words ,

controlled by the anode voltage indirectly since the RFP is

connected to the cathode and anode. A schematic diagram

of the new structure of SOI2LIGBT is shown in Fig. 1 ,in

which K,G and A are the electrodes of cathode ,gate and

anode of a conventional LIGBT. G1 is the gate used for

dynamic controlled anode2short . RL is the load resistor of

Fig. 1 　Schematic diagram of the new structure IGBT

(shadow region stands for oxide or RFP)

IGBT. Compared to a normal IGBT ,an additional p2MOS2
FET is in this structure. When the IGBT is in the onstate ,

the difference of the electrical potential between the anode

and the cathode takes the minimum value ,which causes

minimum gate voltage of G1. Then the p2MOSFET will be

off ,and the anode2short structure will stop working. The

on2state power dissipation of the IGBT maintains a very

small value. During the course of turning2off ,the potential

difference between the anode and the cathode increases

with the increase of anode voltage. When the anode volt2
age reaches a critical value ,the p2MOSFET will be turned

on ,which prevents the injection of the carriers and makes

the excessive carriers of the base region disappear more

quickly. Then a faster turn2off speed is achieved.

It is necessary to point out that there are three phas2
es in the turning2off of a normal SOI2LIGBT ,and the sec2
ond phase caused by the substrate bias is an additional

part compared to a normal IGBT[5 ] . In our new structure ,

the electric field affected by the RFP makes the excessive

carriers flow through a wider region ,which almost elimi2
nates the second phase. Faster turn2off speed is achieved.

It is important to decide the point from which the

gate voltage of G1 is detected ,in other words ,the ratio of

the length of the RFP at the right of this point to that of

the total , since either the on2 or off2state of the p2MOS2
FET is decided by it . A too large value of the ratio leads

to a higher voltage than the threshold voltage of the p2
MOSFET all the time ,which makes the p2MOSFET be al2
ways in its on2state. Then the anode2short structure always

works ,and the IGBT has a higher forward voltage drop . On

the other hand ,too small a value of the ratio can not turn

on the p2MOSFET during the turning2off of the IGBT ,

which leads to a turn2off time just like the normal one.

So ,the compromise between the forward power dissipation

and the turn2off time should be considered.

3 　Simulation analysis

TMA/ MEDICI[7 ] is used for simulation to verify the

validation of the theoretical analysis in the part two. The

new structure for simulation is shown in Fig. 1 ,which in2
dicates the dimensional parameters. The other parameters

are given in Table 1. Different values of L1 are given to

achieve the optimum result by considering the tradeoff of

the turn2on performance and the turn2off speed. The nor2
mal IGBT is just the same as the new structure without the
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RFP and the p2MOSFET ,and the parameters are the opti2
mum ones for the normal IGBT. Both of the new and the

normal structure are simulated.

Table 1 　Parameters for simulation

Parameters Values Unit

Concentration of n2substrate 1015 cm - 3

Concentration of n2drift 1015 cm - 3

Concentration of n2buffer 1017 cm - 3

Concentration of n + and p + 1020 cm - 3

Concentration of channel region 1017 cm - 3

Threshold voltage of p2MOSFET 6 V

Thickness of the gate oxide 011 μm

Distance from the detected point to the right of

the RFP( L1)
115 ,2 ,215 μm

Total length of the RFP 30 μm

RL 2 MΩ/μm

VDD 250 V

Gate voltage V G 15 V

High injection lifetime 20 μs

The curves of the turn2on and turn2off corresponding

to different values of L1 by simulation are shown in Figs.

2 and 3. From the figures , the conclusion can be drawn

that larger L1 leads to poorer turn2on performance but

faster turning2off . The case of L1 = 2μm is taken as an ex2
ample to give the explanation of the turn2on and turn2off

mechanism.

Fig. 2 　Turn2on curves 　Solid line : new structure ;Dash

line :normal IGBT

The potential difference between the gate G1 and the an2
ode A ,the source of the p2MOSFET ,versus time during

the turning2on and turning2off is shown in Fig. 4 (a) and

Fig. 3 　Turn2off curves 　Solid line : new structure ;Dash

line :normal IGBT

Fig. 4 　(a) Potential difference between the gate G1 and the an2
ode during the course of turning2on ; (b) Potential difference be2
tween the gate G1 and the anode during the course of turning2off

(b) . According to Fig. 4 (a) , the potential difference is

larger than the threshold voltage of the p2MOSFET before

the time of 715ns ,which turns on the p2MOSFET ,so the

IGBT works in anode2short mode ,and the anode current is

smaller than that of a normal IGBT. After that ,the voltage

added on G1 decreases ,the p2MOSFET is not in its on2
state any more ,which makes the anode current rise to the

level as normal . The degradation of the turn2on perfor2
mance can be neglected since the difference between the
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turning on of the new structure and that of the normal IG2
BT is very small (in Fig. 1 ,the curves of the normal case

and that of L1 = 115μm almost overlap) .

After the turning on ,the IGBT reaches its on2state.

According to the results of simulation , the values of the

forward voltage drop for the new structure and the normal

IGBT are the same ,which are 1143V ,while the values of

the anode current both equal to 112429A/μm. This is the

precondition for comparing the turn2off course of the two

structures of IGBT.

Figure 4 (b) shows the potential difference between

the gate G1 and the anode during the course of turning2
off . During the period of 0 to 112μs ,the voltage added on

G1 is smaller than the threshold voltage of the p2MOS2
FET. The excessive carriers of the drift region disappear in

the normal way. The new structure does not affect the

turning2off . But after that ,the gate voltage of G1 is higher

than the threshold voltage ,and goes on increasing with the

time. The channel of the p2MOSFET is generated ,which

acts as an anode2short structure of the IGBT. So ,from then

on ,the excessive carriers disappear faster ,and the anode

current will decrease to zero soon. There is no more a long

tail in the turn2off curve ,which makes the turn2off time of

the device decrease significantly.

As it is well2known the introducing of an RFP can

improve the breakdown voltage of the LIGBT. The break2
down voltage of 320V is achieved for the new structure

while only 257V for the normal structure.

4 　Discussion and conclusion

If there is no dielectric insulator between the IGBT

and the p2MOSFET ,in other words ,the anode of the IGBT

and the source of the p2MOSFET are corresponding to the

same p +2region ,and the drain of the p2MOSFET lies in

the n2buffer region ,the parasitic transistor p + (anode) n

(n2buffer) p + (the additional p +2region) will work as a

recombination center ,which reduces the concentration of

the excessive carriers of the n2buffer region ,then leads to

a higher forward voltage drop while it is in on2state. If the

above drawback is accepted , the new structure can be

used in bulk silicon device as well as in SOI device ,and

fewer additional requirements for the fabrication are need2
ed.

The parameters for simulation are the optimum ones

for the normal IGBT as described in part 3 ,and it is more

impersonal to show the advantage by comparing the new

structure with an optimized normal IGBT. A great im2
provement of the performance of the IGBT was achieved

according to the results of simulation. Turn2off time de2
creases for about 65 % and breakdown voltage increase for

25 % ,while on2state performance is almost the same as

the normal .

In order to consider the performance of the new

structure once the parameters are changed ,two situations

are simulated : (1) Decrease the impurity concentration of

the drift region and the injection efficiency ; (2) Increase

both of them. When the values of the concentration of the

drift region and the anode region are 2 ×1014cm - 3 and 1

×1019 cm - 3 , the values of the breakdown voltage are

212V and 299V for the normal IGBT and new structure ,

respectively ,increasing about 40 % ,and the values of the

turn2off time are 0145μs and 0115μs , decreasing about

66 %. When the values of the concentration of the drift re2
gion ,the anode region and the buffer region are 5 ×1015 ,1

×1020 and 1 ×1016 cm - 3 , the values of the breakdown

voltage are 70V and 430V , increasing about 500 % ,and

the values of the turn2off time are 30μs and 1μs ,decreas2
ing about 96 %. Obviously ,the improvement of the perfor2
mance is more significantly after varying the parameters ,

while the performance of the normal IGBT degrades

much.
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利用电阻场板提高 SOI2LIGBT的性能 3

杨洪强 　韩 　磊 　陈星弼

(电子科技大学微电子与固体电子学院 , 成都　610054)

摘要 : 通过在 SOI2LIGBT中引入电阻场板和一个 p2MOSFET结构 , IGBT的性能得以大幅提高. p2MOSFET的栅信号

由电阻场板分压得到. 在 IGBT关断过程中 ,p2MOSFET将被开启 ,作为阳极短路结构起作用 ,从而使漂移区的过剩

载流子迅速消失 , IGBT快速关断. 而且由于电场受到电阻场板的影响 ,使得过剩载流子能沿着一个更宽的通道流过

漂移区 ,几乎消去了普通 SOI2LIGBT由于衬偏造成的关断的第二阶段. 这两个因素使得新结构的关断时间大大减

少. 在 IGBT的开启状态 ,由于 p2MOSFET不导通 ,因此器件的开启特性几乎与普通器件一致. 模拟结果表明 ,新结构

至少能增加 25 %的耐压 ,减少 65 %的关断时间.

关键词 : 电阻场板 ; 动态控制阳极短路 ; 关断时间 ; 击穿电压 ; 正向导通压降
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